
Sailing April 26

ANZAC Weekend fun day

An apology to Kevin Webb. Last week I failed to 
recognize Kevin's result in the Autumn Series. 
With 49 points he is fourth equal with Brett.

There were gale warnings and rain during the 
week and it may not have cleared by sunday, but 
the wind dropped and the rain stayed away. It 
was still cold but the members that turned up 
had some good racing.

Two prospective members arrived. Paul Taylor 
had bought a boat ITA 45. We adjusted the sail 
settings and he raced with us doing well and 
keeping with the pack.

John Crawford has his carbon boat complete 
and floating but he wants to try it out in private 
before bringing it to the pond during club 
meetings.

Adjustments and tuning:

A mast can be setup centered correctly by laying 
the boat on the table and measuring the distance 
from table to mast head. Turning the boat over 
and remeasure. When both sides are the same 
the mast is central. 

Geoff McGill helping Bruce align 33's mast.

Geoff Akinson checking Kevin Webb's mast (on 
'Green Onion') for being straight.

Other News:

Neil Purcell had his little red car stolen on easter 
monday. Fortunately he did not have his boats in 
it. He has now bought a replacement for a 
modest sum with low km for its age and probably 
hasn't lost too much.

Web Site update:

I have put up a new page of Electron 
photographs.

A North Shore Times article about turning into 
Sylvan Avenue from the Motorway offramp in the 
23 April paper in the Onepoto section.

Waitakere council has published a pamplet 
'Widlife and your Backyard' using some of my 
photos. A PDF of it is available on the web site in 
the links section.

Paul Taylor with ITA 45 taken by surprise.

State of the Pond:

The SG is holding to 1.016 in spite of the rain. I 
dredged the middle looking for weed and there is 
none there, just a bit around the path.

The fountains are even lower again. The intake 
must be getting blocked by silt.

Next Week:

Aggregate Match racing on May 3.

Mother's Day fun sailing May 10.

Autumn Series returns for May 17 and 24.
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